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Camp Spark News
STEM Night at Camp Spark
Important Dates

 March 1—March 30
March Madness
Reading Challenge
 March 4
Math-A-Thon Ends
 March 4—March 22
Pennies for Patients
 March 5
Literacy Night
6:00 PM—7:00 PM
JES Cafeteria
 March 13
4K/5K Registration
8:30 AM—4:00 PM
JES Gymnasium
 March 28
Showcase of the Arts
6:30 PM
JES Gymnasium

Chip Chandler
January School Wide
Student of the Month
From Mrs. Eaddy’s

2nd Grade Class

<—5K student
Skylar Racer poses
with her cup tower
—>Second grader
Blake Hartfield (R)
with his card tower
<—Fourth graders
Jada Felder and
Daniel Ortiz build
towers to hold
tennis balls.——>
<—–Parents
helping students
build. Thank you
for taking part in
STEM night! —–>

STEM night was held on Tuesday, February 5th.
We had a wonderful turnout of 144 guests! The
night began with refreshments, and a short
presentation about the STEM programs offered
at JES. Shortly after, students were divided into
3 groups based upon grade levels (4K/5K,
1st/2nd, 3rd/4th). The youngest group was given
plastic cups and popsicles sticks, with the task of
building the tallest tower possible, without allowing any cups to touch. 1st and 2nd graders
were given index cards and tape, along with the
task of building a tower that is at least 2 feet
tall, and can hold a small stuffed animal. Finally,
the 3rd and 4th grade teams were given straws,
tape, and popsicles sticks, with the challenge of
building a tower that would support a tennis
ball. Altogether, students and family members
had a fantastic time learning more about the
STEM initiatives taking place at Johnsonville
Elementary School!

Celebrating
Black History
Students in Mrs.
Wynde Clark’s third
grade enrichment
class completed a
collaborative poster of
Martin Luther King, Jr.
They were each assigned a piece of the
poster to color. Then,
they collaboratively
put the pieces together to form a picture of
Dr. King. The students
worked hard and did
a wonderful job showing that individual
efforts can be brought
together in unity,
much like the legacy
left by Dr. King’s civil
rights efforts.

“If I cannot do great
things, I can do small
things in a great way.”
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

